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Who is a "motor carrier" for purposes of California Highway Patrol (CHP) regulation?
According to Section 408, California Vehicle Code (VC), a motor carrier is the registered owner, lessee, licensee, or bailee of any vehicle set forth in
Section 34500 VC, who operates or directs the operation of any such vehicle on either a for-hire or not-for-hire basis. In some cases, a person
becomes a motor carrier solely because that person transports hazardous materials as defined in federal or state laws. Section 34500(g) VC identifies
hazardous materials transporters as motor carriers, whether the hazardous materials are transported in an amount which requires hazard warning
placards or not. Certain limitations, to the extent the regulations apply, are based on the amount of hazardous material transported and the size of the
truck.
What is a hazardous material?
Any substance or material defined in Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR), Section 171.8 that is capable of causing an unreasonable
risk to human health or safety or the environment when transported by vehicle, used incorrectly, or not properly stored or contained, is a hazardous
material. Hazardous materials can be a liquid, a solid, or a gas. Examples of hazardous materials are explosives, flammables, corrosives, radioactive
materials, and poisons. Transportation of such materials is highly regulated to ensure the safety of the motoring public.
When transported in vehicles, activities associated with hazardous materials transportation (packaging, identifying, loading, and warning the public
of the hazard) are regulated by the CHP and the U. S. Department of Transportation (USDOT). Most of California’s hazardous material safety
regulations are found in Title 13 of the California Code of Regulations, Division 2, Chapter 6. The federal hazardous material safety regulations are
found in 49 CFR, Parts 171 through 180. To determine if the materials you are transporting are hazardous, consult the Material Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS) from the manufacturer. Another resource is the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, who maintains a website to assist
with hazardous materials transportation information at: http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/.
I have a pickup truck which I use to transport janitorial supplies. Is my vehicle subject to the CHP safety regulations? I do
not transport anything commercially or for hire.
Whether or not you transport property for hire is not the determining factor. Many janitorial supplies are chemicals which are classed as hazardous
materials by the USDOT. Consult the MSDS from the manufacturer of the supplies, or look for diamond-shaped (square on point) colored labels on
cans, barrels, cylinders, tanks, drums or other packages; those are hazard warning labels. If your business involves transporting those packages or
picking up the empty containers, you are subject to at least some of California’s motor carrier safety regulations and hazardous materials
transportation regulations. There are also materials which are not required to have hazard warning labels, but when transported, still cause you to be
subject to certain safety regulations. When in doubt, contact the CHP and ask to speak with an officer who specializes in hazardous materials
transportation matters, or to a CHP Motor Carrier Specialist, either of whom can provide the answers you need.
When is a Hazardous Materials Transportation License (HMTL) required?
An HMTL is issued by the CHP and is required by California law (Section 32000.5 VC) for the transportation of:
•
Hazardous materials shipments for which the display of hazard warning placards is required (1,001 lbs. for most materials,
any amount for certain high-hazard materials); or
•
Hazardous materials shipments of more than 500 pounds, being transported for a fee, which would require hazard warning
placards if shipped in greater amounts in the same manner.
General requirements regarding the transportation of hazardous materials are governed by Sections 31301-34510 VC. Laws and regulations
governing the transportation of explosives, inhalation hazards and radioactive materials are more restrictive than those concerning the transportation
of hazardous materials in general.
What about the CHP's inspection program known as the Biennial Inspection of Terminals (BIT) Program? If I rarely transport
a placardable amount of hazardous materials in my truck, do I have to participate in BIT?
Yes. However, if you can arrange your loads in such a manner that you never transport hazardous materials in quantities requiring placards and you
never transport hazardous materials in quantities that require you to possess a valid HMTL issued by the CHP, then you will not be subject to the BIT
Program, unless the type of trucks you operate are subject to the BIT Program for other reasons. Remember, the key word is never. Just one trip
changes everything. Also, cargo tanks (cargo storage tanks with a capacity of more than 119 gallons, which are attached to a vehicle) are a different
matter—those containers are regulated equipment even when transporting only residue of hazardous materials.
Am I required to participate in the BIT Program before I can transport hazardous materials?
If you are applying for a new (initial) HMTL after January 1, 2008, you must apply for, and receive a satisfactory BIT inspection rating at each
terminal from which your hazardous material vehicles are operated. The CHP can not issue you a HMTL until this takes place. There is a process to
operate under a temporary HMTL for a 60-day period while arrangements are made to complete these BIT inspections. Needless to say, 60 days is
not a lot of time to schedule and complete the inspections. Careful coordination with the CHP is necessary to ensure there is no disruption in your
ability to transport hazardous material. Motor carriers with an unsatisfactory inspection history in the past three years will not be issued new
HMTLs.
Do I have to get a CA number from the CHP, and display it on both sides of my truck?
This question refers to the California Carrier Identification (CA) numbers issued by the CHP to all motor carriers, and all motor carriers of property
(a separately-defined group) who operate in California, for the purpose of automating the CHP's records of inspections and on-highway safety
information. Any truck used to transport hazardous materials in quantities requiring the display of hazard warning placards on the truck, or requiring
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Hazardous Waste Transportation
Variances

BACKGROUND
A hazardous waste transportation variance is a waiver from specific regulatory or
statutory requirements. In California, there are two major categories of
transportation variances that the Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC)
may grant to hazardous waste transporters if specific requirements are met. The two
categories of transportation variances are Regulatory Exemptions for Certain
Transportation Operations (referred to as “TRE”), and Statutory Transportation
Variances.
TRE variances are issued on a non-discretionary basis. All applicants must meet
preset regulatory standards. In applying those standards, DTSC verifies only specific
facts regarding eligibility and may not add case-specific conditions. TRE variances
are considered ministerial (non-discretionary) and qualify for a California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) exemption under Section 21080(b)(1) of the
Public Resources Code.
Statutory Transportation Variances may be pursued on a cost reimbursement basis
for additional hazardous waste transportation operations not specified or allowed in
regulation. Statutory Transportation Variances are discretionary and must comply
with the requirements of CEQA. An applicant must meet statutory requirements,
and DTSC may impose case-specific conditions.
TRE variance requirements are contained in Article 4 of Title 22, California Code of
Regulations (22 CCR), and Statutory Transportation Variance requirements are
contained in the California Health and Safety Code (HSC), Section 25143. The
HSC, 22 CCR, and other information pertaining to the management and
transportation of hazardous waste are available on the Internet at
http://www.dtsc.ca.gov.
This fact sheet provides general information about the laws and regulations
governing hazardous waste transportation variances. The actual laws and regulations
should be consulted prior to making any decision that may impact regulatory
compliance.

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to reduce energy consumption.
For a list of simple ways you can reduce demands and cut your energy costs, see our website at www.dtsc.ca.gov.

Ø Failure to comply with any applicable
TRE variance requirement shall
automatically nullify the variance
exemption.

TRANSPORTER REGULATORY
EXEMPTION VARIANCES
The regulations in 22 CCR, Division 4.5,
Chapter 13, Article 4, establish four
categories of regulatory exemption variances
for generators and transporters for specific
types of transportation operations. The
following requirements apply to all four
categories of TRE variances, except where
specifically exempted:

Note: Transporters operating pursuant to
these exemptions are assumed to have a
thorough understanding of governing statutes
and regulations. A transporter may not
operate pursuant to these regulatory
exemptions until DTSC has issued a
variance. A transporter may request a TRE
variance application, and additional
information regarding the TRE variance
process by contacting DTSC at
(916) 255-3624.

Ø Must be a registered hazardous waste
transporter.
Ø Must comply with all applicable United
States Department of Transportation
(DOT), California Highway Patrol
(CHP), and United States Environmental
Protection Agency regulations.
Ø A transporter shall apply to DTSC for a
TRE variance by submitting a
Transportation Regulatory Exemption
Application/Variance form (DTSC Form
1294), which is provided by DTSC.
Ø DTSC shall review the TRE application
for completeness and applicability. If the
application is incomplete or not
applicable, DTSC will notify the
applicant.
Ø DTSC issues the approved TRE variance
to the applicant (approximately a twoweek process).
Ø There is no fee to review or issue TRE
variances.
Ø A TRE variance is valid for the time
period indicated on the TRE variance.
Ø A transporter issued a TRE variance by
DTSC shall provide a copy of the
variance to all applicable generators prior
to operating under the variance.
Ø An accident report shall be submitted to
DTSC by the transporter within 10 days
of an incident that results in a spill or
release to the environment.

1. Specific Requirements for Emergency
Response Incident Operations (22 CCR,
Section 66263.43)

Emergency Response Incident Transporter
variances are issued only to State, local, or
county governmental agencies. This type of
variance allows these agencies to clean up
small spills after traffic accidents or pick up
abandoned hazardous waste on a routine
basis. There is no restriction on the type of
waste that can be transported, but the total
quantity shall not exceed five 85-gallon
drums of waste transported from any incident
site to the transporter’s designated central
collection facility. Instead of a manifest, the
transporter may use a shipping paper that
contains all information required by Title 49,
Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR), Part
172, Subpart C. The shipping paper must
accompany the waste to the transporter’s
designated central collection facility, and the
waste may not be stored at that facility longer
than 90 days. A registered hazardous waste
transporter must transport the waste from the
central collection facility to an authorized
hazardous waste facility and the waste must
be properly manifested.
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kilograms per calendar month of RCRA
waste [(40 CFR Sections 261.5(a) and
261.5(g)]. The total quantity of each load of
hazardous waste transported from the original
generation location(s) to the temporary
storage facility cannot exceed 100 kilograms.
A registered hazardous waste transporter
must transport the waste from the temporary
storage facility to an authorized hazardous
waste facility and the waste must be properly
manifested.

The transporter shall keep records of the
types and quantities of hazardous waste
handled under a variance issued pursuant to
this section at the central collection facility
for at least three years.
2. Specific Requirements for PCB Waste
Operations (22 CCR, Section 66263.44)

Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) Waste
Transporter variances are issued to any
governmental agency or public utility that
transports PCB wastes generated within the
transporter’s service area. The transporter
becomes the generator of the PCB waste.
This section allows the transporter to use a
shipping paper pursuant to 49 CFR, Part 172,
Subpart C to transport transformers that may
contain PCBs to a designated central
collection facility where the transformers are
tested for PCBs. A registered hazardous
waste transporter must transport the waste
from the central collection facility to an
authorized hazardous waste facility and the
waste must be properly manifested. The
transporter shall keep records of the total
quantity of PCB waste handled under a
variance issued pursuant to this section at the
central collection facility for at least three
years.

4. Specific Requirements for Small Load
Operations (22 CCR, Section 66263.46)

A transporter operating pursuant to this
variance may only transport hazardous
wastes in amounts no greater than 100
kilograms per load and no greater than 1,000
kilograms per calendar month. This section
applies only to hazardous waste that is
collected from generators who generate:
Ø less than 100 kilograms per calendar
month of non-RCRA waste or;
Ø less than 100 kilograms per calendar
month of RCRA waste [40 CFR Sections
261.5(a) and 261.5(g)] or;
Ø 100 to 1,000 kilograms per calendar
month of RCRA waste with a reclamation
agreement [40 CFR Sections 262.20(e)
and 263.20(h)].

3. Specific Requirements for Consolidation
Operations (22 CCR, Section 66263.45)

Operation pursuant to this section does not
require the transporter to provide proof of
ability to provide adequate responses to
damages pursuant to 22 CCR, Section
66263.11(a)(2). Instead of a manifest the
transporter may use a shipping paper, as
specified in 49 CFR, Part 172, Subpart C, to
transport the waste to a permitted hazardous
waste facility. The shipping paper must also
include the name, address and Identification
Number of the designated hazardous waste
facility.

This type of variance allows generators who
operate at several locations to transport
hazardous waste to a designated temporary
hazardous waste facility for consolidation
purposes. The transporter must also be the
generator of the waste. Instead of a manifest,
the transporter may use a shipping paper, as
specified in 49 CFR, Part 172, Subpart C, to
transport the waste to the designated
temporary hazardous waste facility. This
variance only applies to generators that
generate less than 100 kilograms per calendar
month of non-RCRA waste or less than 100
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STATUTORY TRANSPORTATION
VARIANCES
DTSC may also grant a Statutory
Transportation Variance for additional
transportation operations not specified or
allowed in regulation on a cost
reimbursement basis, if the requirements of
HSC, Section 25143 are met. A person
wishing to pursue this type of variance may
contact DTSC for an application. Once the
applicant submits a completed application,
DTSC may enter into an agreement with the
applicant to review and process the variance
request. The agreement shall require the
applicant to reimburse the DTSC for costs
resulting from the variance request. The
agreement shall specifically indicate what
services DTSC will perform. Entering into
this type of agreement does not guarantee
that DTSC will approve or issue the
requested variance. Statutory Variances must
comply with CEQA requirements. Statutory
variances are subject to review at the
discretion of DTSC and may be revoked or
modified at any time. A transporter may
obtain a Statutory Variance application and
additional information regarding the
Statutory Variance process by contacting
DTSC at (916) 322-0584.

Transportation Issues
(916) 255-2796
Transportation Regulatory Exemption
Variance Issues
(916) 255-3624
Statutory Transportation Variance Issues
(916) 322-0584
Registration Issues
(916) 255-4368

Related Fact Sheets
Ø Hazardous Waste Transporter
Requirements
Ø Consolidated Manifesting Hazardous
Waste Generator Requirements
Ø Consolidated Transporters
These fact sheets are available online at
http://www.dtsc.ca.gov/Hazardous
Waste/Transporters.html or you may obtain
a copy by contacting the DTSC Public and
Business Liaison in your area as specified
below.

COMMUNICATING WITH THE
DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC
SUBSTANCES CONTROL
All communications with DTSC concerning
hazardous waste transportation requirements,
transportation variances, or transporter
registration issues should be directed to the
attention of the Transportation Unit at:

If you have general questions or need
additional information about hazardous waste
transporter, generator, or treatment, storage
and disposal facilities requirements, please
call 1-800-72-TOXIC (800-728-6942) to
speak to the DTSC Public and Business
Liaison in your area. If calling from outside
California, call the DTSC Public and
Business Liaison in your area at the
telephone number listed below.

Department of Toxic Substances Control
Statewide Compliance Division
Attention: Transportation Unit
8800 Cal Center Drive, Floor 3
Sacramento, CA 95826-3200
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Sacramento Office
Department of Toxic Substances Control
8800 Cal Center Drive
Sacramento, CA 95826-3200
(916) 255-3618
Berkeley Office
Department of Toxic Substances Control
700 Heinz Avenue, 2nd Floor
Berkeley, CA 94710
(510) 540-3739
Glendale Office
Department of Toxic Substances Control
1011 North Grandview Avenue
Glendale, CA 91201
(818) 551-2830
Cypress Office
Department of Toxic Substances Control
5796 Corporate Avenue
Cypress, CA 90630
(714) 484-5400
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CCR, Title 22, Division 4.5, Chapter 10, Article 2, 66260.10 (Definitions)

“Surplus material” means an unused raw material or commercial product obtained by a
person who intended to use or sell it, but who no longer needs it, and who transfers
ownership of it to another person for use in a manner for which the material or product
is commonly used. Surplus material is excess material. Surplus material is neither of the
following:
(a) a retrograde material as defined in this section;
(b) a recyclable material as defined in this section.
CCR, Title 22, Division 4.5, Chapter 16, Article 2, 66266.6 (Exclusions)

(a) The following materials are not regulated under this division:
(1) a product for use in agriculture that was processed from a non-RCRA
hazardous waste at a facility which is authorized by the Department pursuant to
this division and which is licensed by the California Department of Food and
Agriculture pursuant to Food and Agricultural Code sections 14551 or 15051, and
that meets the requirements of that Department for such use;
(2) surplus material as defined in section 66260.10.

Interpretation Letter

CHAPTER 3.5. METALLIC DISCARDS
Article 1. Definitions ..................................... 42160-42168
Article 2. Disposal of Metallic Discard .................... 42170-42172
Article 3. Processing Metallic Discards .................. 42175-42175.1
PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE
SECTION 42160-42168
42160. The definitions in this article govern the construction of this chapter.
42161. "Metallic discard" means any large metal article or product, or any part thereof, including, but not
limited to, metal furniture, machinery, major appliances, electronic products, and wood-burning stoves.
42162. "Salvage" means the controlled removal of metallic discards from the solid waste stream at a
permitted solid waste facility for the express purpose of recycling or reuse.
42163. "Recycling residue" means nonhazardous residue or residue treated to be nonhazardous that is a
direct result of metals recovery operations for the express purposes of recycling.
42164. "Solid waste landfill" means a solid waste landfill, as defined in Section 40195.1.
42165. "Vehicle" means any device used for transportation. "Vehicle" includes bicycles, airplanes, and other
transportation devices not used on highways, and automobiles and other vehicles, as defined in Section 670 of
the Vehicle Code.
42166. "Major appliance" means any domestic or commercial device, including, but not limited to, a washing
machine, clothes dryer, hot water heater, dehumidifier, conventional oven, microwave oven, stove,
refrigerator, freezer, air-conditioner, trash compactor, and residential furnace.
42167. "Materials that require special handling" means all of the following:
(a) Sodium azide canisters in unspent airbags that are determined to be hazardous by federal and state law
or regulation.
(b) Encapsulated polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), Di (2-Ethylhexylphthalate) (DEHP), and metal encased
capacitors, in major appliances.
(c) Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), and other non-CFC replacement
refrigerants, injected in air-conditioning/refrigeration units.
(d) Used oil, as defined in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (1) of subdivision (a) of Section 25250.1 of the
Health and Safety Code, in major appliances. Materials described in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (1) of
subdivision (a) of Section 25250.1 of the Health and Safety Code are not excluded from the definition of used
oil for the purposes of this section.
(e) Mercury found in switches and temperature control devices in major appliances.
(f) Any other material that, when removed from a major appliance, is a hazardous waste regulated pursuant
to Chapter 6.5 (commencing with Section 25100) of Division 20 of the Health and Safety Code.
42168. "Solid waste facility" means a solid waste facility as defined in Section 40194.

PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE
SECTION 42170-42172
42170. (a) After January 1, 1994, no solid waste facility shall accept for disposal any major appliance, vehicle,
or other metallic discard which contains enough metal to be economically feasible to salvage as determined
by the solid waste facility operator.
(b) After January 1, 1994, no person shall place a major appliance or other metallic discard in mixed
municipal solid waste or dispose of a major appliance or other metallic discard in or on land, except for a solid
waste landfill operator who complies with subdivision (a). This material shall be delivered to a facility to
process for reuse or recycling, placed in a solid waste facility for salvage, or disposed of at a solid waste landfill
if economically infeasible to
salvage.
(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any solid waste facility operator who salvages major
appliances, vehicles, other metallic discards or other recyclables shall not be required to revise the solid waste
facilities permit to implement these activities.
(d) This section shall be subject to enforcement pursuant to Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 45000) of
Part 5.
42171. The board shall evaluate the use of recycling residue for use as solid waste landfill cover materials or
for use as extenders for currently used cover material. If used as daily cover or as extenders to daily cover,
recycling residues shall have all of the physical characteristics required by regulations for cover materials
adopted pursuant to Section 43020. The results of this evaluation shall be reported in the report required
pursuant to Section 40507.
42172. The board shall conduct its evaluation of recycling residue in consultation with the Department of
Toxic Substances Control, the State Air Resources Board, the state water board, and any other agency having
pertinent jurisdiction. Recycling residue used as daily cover or as extenders in daily cover shall meet
performance standards and requirements for cover material as specified in the regulations adopted pursuant
to Section 43020.
PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE
SECTION 42175-42175.1
42175. Materials that require special handling shall be removed from major appliances and vehicles in which
they are contained prior to crushing for transport or transferring to a baler or shredder for recycling.
42175.1. (a) Any hazardous material that becomes a hazardous waste when released or removed from any
major appliance shall be managed pursuant to Article 10.1 (commencing with Section 25211) of Chapter 6.5 of
Division 20 of the Health and Safety Code.
(b) Any mercury-containing motor vehicle light switch that becomes a hazardous waste when removed from
any vehicle shall be managed pursuant to Article 10.2 (commencing with Section 25214.5) of Chapter 6.5 of
Division 20 of the Health and Safety Code.
(c) Failure to comply with the requirements of Section 42175 is a violation of Chapter 6.5 (commencing with
Section 25100) of Division 20 of the Health and Safety Code.

Medical Waste Management Act
California Health and Safety Code
Sections 117600 – 118360

117670 - Household Waste
“Household waste” means any material, including garbage, trash, and sanitary wastes in septic
tanks and medical waste, that is derived from households, farms, or ranches. Household waste
does not include trauma scene waste.
117671 – Home-generated Sharps Waste
“Home-generated sharps waste” means hypodermic needles, pen needles, intravenous
needles, lancets, and other devices that are used to penetrate the skin for the delivery of
medications derived from a household, including a multifamily residence or household.
117690 - Medical Waste
(a) “Medical waste” means any biohazardous, pathology, pharmaceutical, or trace
chemotherapy waste not regulated by the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of
1976 (Public Law 94-580), as amended; sharps and trace chemotherapy wastes generated in a
health care setting in the diagnosis, treatment, immunization, or care of humans or animals;
waste generated in autopsy or necropsy; waste generated during preparation of a body for final
disposition such as cremation or interment; waste generated in research pertaining to the
production or testing of microbiologicals; waste generated in research using human or animal
pathogens; sharps and laboratory waste that poses a potential risk of infection to humans
generated in the inoculation of animals in commercial farming operations; waste generated
from the consolidation of home-generated sharps; and waste generated in the cleanup of
trauma scenes. Biohazardous, pathology, pharmaceutical, sharps, and trace chemotherapy
wastes that meet the conditions of this section are not subject to any of the hazardous waste
requirements found in Chapter 6.5 (commencing with Section 25100) of Division 20.
(b) For purposes of this part the following definitions apply:
(1) “Biohazardous waste” includes all of the following:
(A) (i) Regulated medical waste, clinical waste, or biomedical waste that is a waste or reusable
material derived from the medical treatment of a human or from an animal that is suspected by
the attending veterinarian of being infected with a pathogen that is also infectious to humans,
which includes diagnosis and immunization; or from biomedical research, which includes the
production and testing of biological products.
(ii) Regulated medical waste or clinical waste or biomedical waste suspected of containing a
highly communicable disease.
117700 - Not Medical Waste
Medical waste does not include any of the following:
(a) Waste generated in food processing or biotechnology that does not contain an infectious
agent as defined in Section 117675, or an agent capable of causing an infection that is highly
communicable, as defined in Section 117665.

(b) Waste generated in biotechnology that does not contain human blood or blood products or
animal blood or blood products suspected of being contaminated with infectious agents known
to be communicable to humans or a highly communicable disease.
(c) Urine, feces, saliva, sputum, nasal secretions, sweat, tears, or vomitus, unless it contains
visible or recognizable fluid blood, as provided in subparagraph (C) of paragraph (1) of
subdivision (b) of Section 117690.
(d) Waste which is not biohazardous, such as paper towels, paper products, articles containing
nonfluid blood, and other medical solid waste products commonly found in the facilities of
medical waste generators.
(e) Hazardous waste, radioactive waste, or household waste, including, but not limited to,
home-generated sharps waste, as defined in Section 117671.
(f) Waste generated from normal and legal veterinarian, agricultural, and animal livestock
management practices on a farm or ranch unless otherwise specified in law.
117705 - Medical Waste Generator
“Medical waste generator” means any person whose act or process produces medical waste
and includes, but is not limited to, a provider of health care, as defined in subdivision (d) of
Section 56.05 of the Civil Code. All of the following are examples of businesses that generate
medical waste:
(a) Medical and dental offices, clinics, hospitals, surgery centers, laboratories, research
laboratories, unlicensed health facilities, those facilities required to be licensed pursuant to
Division 2 (commencing with Section 1200), chronic dialysis clinics, as regulated pursuant to
Division 2 (commencing with Section 1200), and education and research facilities.
(b) Veterinary offices, veterinary clinics, and veterinary hospitals.
(c) Pet shops.
(d) Trauma scene waste management practitioners.
117750 - Sharps Container
(a) “Sharps container” means a rigid puncture-resistant container used in patient care or
research activities meeting the standards of, and receiving approval from, the United States
Food and Drug Administration as a medical device used for the collection of discarded medical
needles or other sharps.
(b) Sharps containers, including those used to containerize trace chemotherapeutic wastes,
shall not be lined with a plastic bag or inner liner.
117760 - Small Quantity Generator
“Small quantity generator” means a medical waste generator, other than a trauma scene waste
management practitioner, that generates less than 200 pounds per month of medical waste.
117904 - Consolidation
(a) In addition to the consolidation points authorized pursuant to Section 118147, the
enforcement agency may approve a location as a point of consolidation for the collection of
home-generated sharps waste, which, after collection, shall be transported and treated as
medical waste.
(b) A consolidation location approved pursuant to this section shall be known as a “homegenerated sharps consolidation point.”

(c) A home-generated sharps consolidation point is not subject to the requirements of Chapter
9 (commencing with Section 118275), to the permit or registration requirements of this part, or
to any permit or registration fees, with regard to the activity of consolidating home-generated
sharps waste pursuant to this section.
(d) A home-generated sharps consolidation point shall comply with all of the following
requirements:
(1) All sharps waste shall be placed in sharps containers.
(2) Sharps containers ready for disposal shall not be held for more than seven days without the
written approval of the enforcement agency.
(e) An operator of a home-generated sharps consolidation point approved pursuant to this
section shall not be considered the generator of that waste but shall be listed on the shipping
document in compliance with United States Department of Transportation and United States
Postal Service requirements.
(f) The medical waste treatment facility which treats the sharps waste subject to this section
shall maintain the shipping and tracking documents required by Sections 118040 and 118165
with regard to that sharps waste.
118147 - Consolidation
Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, a registered medical waste generator,
which is a facility specified in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 117705, may accept homegenerated sharps waste, to be consolidated with the facility’s medical waste stream, subject to
all of the following conditions:
(a) The generator of the sharps waste, a member of the generator’ s family, or a person
authorized by the enforcement agency transports the sharps waste to the medical waste
generator’s facility.
(b) The sharps waste is accepted at a central location at the medical waste generator’s facility.
(c) A reference to, and a description of, the actions taken pursuant to this section are included
in the facility’s medical waste management plan adopted pursuant to Section 117960.
118285 - Sharps Waste
To containerize sharps waste, a person shall do all of the following:
(a) Place all sharps waste into a sharps container.
(b) Tape closed or tightly lid full sharps containers ready for disposal to preclude loss of
contents.
(c) Store sharps containers ready for disposal for not more than thirty days without the written
approval of the enforcement agency.
(d) Label sharps containers with the words “sharps waste” or with the international biohazard
symbol and the word “BIOHAZARD”.
118286 – Management of Home-generated Sharps Waste
(a) A person shall not knowingly place home-generated sharps waste in any of the following
containers:
(1) Any container used for the collection of solid waste, recyclable materials, or greenwaste.

(2) Any container used for the commercial collection of solid waste or recyclable materials from
business establishments.
(3) Any roll-off container used for the collection of solid waste, construction, and demolition
debris, greenwaste, or other recyclable materials.
(b) Home-generated sharps waste shall be transported only in a sharps container, or other
containers approved by the enforcement agency, and shall only be managed at any of the
following:
(1) A household hazardous waste facility pursuant to Section 25218.13.
(2) A “home-generated sharps consolidation point” as defined in subdivision (b) of Section
117904.
(3) A medical waste generator’s facility pursuant to Section 118147.
(a) (4) A facility through the use of a medical waste mail-back container approved by the
United States Postal Service.

CHAPTER 6.5.
Article
Article
Article
Article

HAZARDOUS WASTE CONTROL
1. Findings and Declarations ........................ 25100-25106
2. Definitions ...................................... 25110-25124
6. Transportation ................................. 25160-25166.5
6.5. Hazardous Waste Haulers .................... 25167.1-25169.3

25110.10. (a) "Consolidation site" means a site to which hazardous
waste initially collected at a remote site, as defined in Section
25121.3, is transported.
(b) Hazardous waste initially collected at a remote site and
subsequently transported to a consolidation site, which is operated
by the generator of the hazardous waste, shall be deemed to be
generated at the consolidation site for purposes of this chapter if
the generator complies with the notification requirements of
subdivision (d) and all of the following conditions are met:
(1) The hazardous waste is non-RCRA hazardous waste, or the
hazardous waste or its management at the consolidation site is
otherwise exempt from, or is not otherwise regulated pursuant to, the
federal act.
(2) (A) The hazardous waste is not generated through large spill
cleanup activities.
(B) As used in this paragraph, "large spill cleanup" means a spill
cleanup operation that generates more than a total of 275 gallons or
2,500 pounds, whichever is greater, of hazardous waste.
(3) The hazardous waste is transported to the consolidation site
within 10 days from the date that the generator first begins to
actively manage the hazardous waste at the remote site, unless the
generator has been granted an extension to the 10-day period. An
extension of up to 20 days may be granted by the department, if the
generator demonstrates to the department's satisfaction that more
than 10 days is required to collect and transport the hazardous waste
to the consolidation site solely for the purpose of facilitating
effective and efficient removal, collection, or transportation of the
hazardous waste.
(4) The hazardous waste is not handled at any interim site en
route from the remote site to the consolidation site, except that the
hazardous waste may be temporarily held at an interim site pursuant
to subdivision (b) of Section 25121.3 and subdivision (e) of Section
25163.3.
(5) At the consolidation site, the hazardous waste is managed at
all times in accordance with all applicable requirements of this
chapter and the regulations adopted by the department pursuant to
this chapter. For purposes of Section 25123.3, the accumulation
period shall begin on the day that the hazardous waste arrives at the
consolidation site.
(6) Each container of hazardous waste is labeled at the remote
site, in accordance with the regulations adopted by the department
pertaining to labeling requirements for generators, and the label
remains on the container at all times while the hazardous waste is in
the container and in the possession of the generator. Each container
shall be labeled with the date that the container reaches the
consolidation site. If individual containers are placed into a larger
container, the labeling information required pursuant to this
paragraph and paragraph (6) of subdivision (b) of Section 25121.3
shall also be placed on the outside of the larger container. If the
hazardous waste is transferred to another container, the labeling
information required pursuant to this paragraph and paragraph (6) of
subdivision (b) of Section 25121.3 shall also be placed on the
outside of the new container.
(7) The generator maintains at the consolidation site the
information specified in paragraphs (1) to (10), inclusive, of
subdivision (g) of Section 25163.3 for each shipment of hazardous

waste initially collected at a remote site that is received at the
consolidation site. This information shall be maintained for at least
three years from the date that hazardous waste is received at the
consolidation site. For shipments subject to the requirement to be
accompanied by a shipment paper pursuant to subdivision (g) of
Section 25163.3, the requirements of this paragraph may be fulfilled
by maintaining a copy of the shipping paper at the consolidation
site.
(c) For purposes of paragraph (1) of subdivision (d) of Section
25123.3, the "initial accumulation point" for hazardous waste
initially collected at a remote site and subsequently transported to
a consolidation site, in accordance with subdivision (b), shall be
deemed to be the location where the hazardous waste is first
accumulated at the consolidation site.
(d) (1) Subdivision (b) of this section and subdivision (b) of
Section 25121.3 apply only to a generator who annually submits a
notification of the generator's intent to operate under this
exemption, in person or by certified mail, with return receipt
requested, to the department and one of the following:
(A) The CUPA, if the generator is under the jurisdiction of a
CUPA.
(B) If the generator is not under the jurisdiction of a CUPA, to
the officer or agency authorized pursuant to subdivision (f) of
Section 25404.3 to implement and enforce the requirements of this
chapter listed in paragraph (1) of subdivision (c) of Section 25404.
(2) Any person who submits a notification of their intent to
operate under this exemption shall comply with the requirements of
this section and Sections 25121.3 and 25163.3.
(3) The notification required pursuant to paragraph (1) shall
include all of the following information:
(A) A general description of the remote location from which the
non-RCRA hazardous waste will be initially collected.
(B) A description of the type of hazardous waste that may be
collected.
(C) The location of the consolidation site and the generator ID
number for that generator.
(D) Significant differences in the generator's operations from the
prior year's notification.
(e) Following the procedures specified in Section 25187, the
department may revoke a generator's authority to operate pursuant to
the exemption specified in this section and Sections 25121.3 and
25163.3, if the generator has demonstrated a pattern of failure to
meet the requirements of this section and Sections 25121.3 and
25163.3 and the department, or the local officer or agency authorized
to enforce this section pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section
25180, has notified the generator of these violations prior to
issuing an order pursuant to Section 25187.

25121.3. (a) "Remote site" means a site operated by the generator
where hazardous waste is initially collected, at which generator
staff, other than security staff, is not routinely located, and that
is not contiguous to a staffed site operated by the generator of the
hazardous waste or that does not have access to a staffed site
without the use of public roads. Generator staff who visit a remote
location to perform inspection, monitoring, or maintenance activities
on a periodic scheduled or random basis, less frequently than daily,
are not considered to be routinely located at the remote location.
(b) Notwithstanding this chapter or the regulations adopted by the
department pursuant to this chapter, a generator who complies with
the notification requirements of subdivision (d) of Section 25110.10

may hold hazardous waste at the remote site where the hazardous waste
is initially collected, or at another remote site operated by the
generator, while en route to the consolidation site, if all of the
following requirements are met with respect to the hazardous waste:
(1) The hazardous waste is a non-RCRA hazardous waste, or the
hazardous waste or its management at the remote site is otherwise
exempt from, or is not otherwise regulated pursuant to, the federal
act.
(2) The requirements of subdivision (b) of Section 25110.10 are
met.
(3) All personnel handling hazardous waste at any remote site
complete health and safety training equivalent to the training
required under Section 5194 of Title 8 of the California Code of
Regulations, prior to being assigned to handle hazardous waste.
(4) A description of the actions that the generator's personnel
will take to minimize hazards to human health and safety or to the
environment from fires, explosions, or any unplanned release of
hazardous waste or hazardous waste constituents to air, soil, or
surface water at the remote site where the hazardous waste is being
managed shall be included in the contingency plan for the
consolidation site. A single generic description of response actions
may be used for all similar remote sites associated with a single
consolidation site.
(5) As soon as the generator begins to actively manage the
hazardous waste at the remote site, the generator places the
hazardous waste in a container meeting the requirements of the United
States Department of Transportation applicable to containers used to
transport hazardous waste, and the containers are managed in
accordance with the regulations adopted by the department regarding
the management by generators of containers used to hold hazardous
waste.
(6) The containers used to hold the hazardous waste at the remote
site are labeled, in accordance with the regulations adopted by the
department pertaining to labeling requirements for generators, as
soon as the hazardous waste is placed in the container.
(7) The generator makes a reasonable effort to minimize the
possibility of unknowing or unauthorized entry into the area where
the hazardous waste is held at the remote site. If the remote site is
located within one mile of a residential or commercial area, or is
otherwise readily accessible to the public, the area where hazardous
waste is held at the remote site shall at all times be supervised by
employees or agents of the generator or otherwise secured so as to
prevent unknowing entry and to minimize the possibility for
unauthorized entry.
(c) If the management of hazardous wastes at a remote site does
not meet all of the conditions specified in subdivision (b), the
hazardous waste shall be subject to all other applicable generator
and facility requirements of this chapter and the regulations adopted
by the department to implement this chapter.

25163.3. A person who initially collects hazardous waste at a
remote site and transports that hazardous waste to a consolidation
site operated by the generator and who complies with the notification
requirements of subdivision (d) of Section 25110.10 shall be exempt
from the manifest and transporter registration requirements of
Sections 25160 and 25163 with regard to the hazardous waste if all of
the following conditions are met:
(a) The hazardous waste is a non-RCRA hazardous waste, or the
hazardous waste or its transportation is otherwise exempt from, or is
not otherwise regulated pursuant to, the federal act.
(b) The conditions and requirements of Section 25121.3 are met.

(c) The regulations adopted by the department pertaining to
personnel training requirements for generators are complied with for
all personnel handling the hazardous waste during transportation from
the remote site to the consolidation site.
(d) The hazardous waste is transported by employees of the
generator or by trained contractors under the control of the
generator, in vehicles that are under the control of the generator,
or by registered hazardous waste transporters. The generator shall
assume liability for a spill of hazardous waste being transported
under this section by the generator, or a contractor in a vehicle
under the control of the generator or contractor. This subdivision
does not bar any agreement to insure, hold harmless, or indemnify a
party to the agreement for any liability under this section or
otherwise bars any cause of action a generator would otherwise have
against any other party.
(e) The hazardous waste is not held at any interim location, other
than another remote site operated by the same generator, for more
than eight hours, unless that holding is required by other provisions
of law.
(f) Not more than 275 gallons or 2,500 pounds, whichever is
greater, of hazardous waste is transported in any single shipment,
except for the following:
(1) A generator who is a public utility, local publicly owned
utility, or municipal utility district may transport up to 1,600
gallons of hazardous wastewater from the dewatering of one or more
utility vaults, or up to 500 gallons of another liquid hazardous
waste in a single shipment.
(2) A generator who is a public utility, local publicly owned
utility, or municipal utility district may transport up to 5,000
gallons of mineral oil from a transformer, circuit breakers, or
capacitors, owned by the generator, in a single shipment if the oil
does not exhibit the characteristic of toxicity pursuant to the test
specified in subparagraph (B) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of
Section 66261.24 of Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations.
(3) (A) A generator who is a public utility, local publicly owned
utility, or municipal utility district may transport up to 5,000
gallons of hazardous wastewater from the dewatering of a utility
vault in an emergency situation.
(B) For the purposes of this paragraph "emergency situation" means
that utility vault dewatering necessitates immediate response to
avoid endangerment to human health, public safety, or the
environment, under one or more of the following circumstances:
(i) A vehicle hits a utility pole or stationary utility equipment
and knocks down a transformer that spills oil on a public area.
(ii) A spill occurs at or near a vault rendering the contents
potentially hazardous and crews need to remove the liquid to
decontaminate the vault and to access critical equipment to avoid a
service outage.
(iii) A spill occurs at or near a vault that renders the contents
potentially hazardous and rainwater flowing into the vault threatens
to cause an overflow that will spill into the surrounding area.
(iv) Groundwater intrusion threatens the electrical equipment
inside the vault and the reliability of the electrical system.
(v) Heavy rain events, due to the rate of rainfall, threaten the
cables and equipment inside the vault.
(C) In transporting hazardous waste pursuant to this paragraph,
the generator shall only collect hazardous waste from one utility
vault and shall not consolidate hazardous waste from multiple sites.
(g) A shipping paper containing all of the following information
accompanies the hazardous waste while in transport, except as
provided in subdivision (h):
(1) A list of the hazardous wastes being transported.
(2) The type and number of containers being used to transport each

type of hazardous waste.
(3) The quantity, by weight or volume, of each type of hazardous
waste being transported.
(4) The physical state, such as solid, powder, liquid, semiliquid,
or gas, of each type of hazardous waste being transported.
(5) The location of the remote site where the hazardous waste is
initially collected.
(6) The location of any interim site where the hazardous waste is
held en route to the consolidation site.
(7) The name, address, and telephone number of the generator, and,
if different, the address and telephone number of the consolidation
site to which the hazardous waste is being transported.
(8) The name and telephone number of an emergency response
contact, for use in the event of a spill or other release.
(9) The name of the individual or individuals who transport the
hazardous waste from the remote site to the consolidation site.
(10) The date that the generator first begins to actively manage
the hazardous waste at the remote site, the date that the shipment
leaves the remote site where the hazardous waste is initially
collected, and the date that the shipment arrives at the
consolidation site.
(h) A shipping paper is not required if the total quantity of the
shipment does not exceed 10 pounds of hazardous waste, except that a
shipping paper is required to transport any quantity of extremely or
acutely hazardous waste.
(i) All shipments conform with all applicable requirements of the
United States Department of Transportation for hazardous materials
shipments.

40 CFR Section §261.4 Exclusions. (b) Solid wastes which are not hazardous wastes. The
following solid wastes are not hazardous wastes:
(1) Household waste, including household waste that has been collected, transported, stored,
treated, disposed, recovered (e.g., refuse-derived fuel) or reused. "Household waste" means
any material (including garbage, trash and sanitary wastes in septic tanks) derived from
households (including single and multiple residences, hotels and motels, bunkhouses, ranger
stations, crew quarters, campgrounds, picnic grounds and day-use recreation areas).

Title 49: Transportation

§171.8 Definitions and abbreviations.
Household waste means any solid waste (including garbage, trash, and sanitary waste from septic
tanks) derived from households (including single and multiple residences, hotels and motels,
bunkhouses, ranger stations, crew quarters, campgrounds, picnic grounds, and day-use recreation
areas). This term is not applicable to consolidated shipments of household hazardous materials
transported from collection centers. A collection center is a central location where household waste is
collected.
HMR means the Hazardous Materials Regulations, parts 171 through 180 of this chapter.
§172.504 General placarding requirements.
(a) General. Except as otherwise provided in this subchapter, each bulk packaging, freight
container, unit load device, transport vehicle or rail car containing any quantity of a hazardous material
must be placarded on each side and each end with the type of placards specified in tables 1 and 2 of this
section and in accordance with other placarding requirements of this subpart, including the specifications
for the placards named in the tables and described in detail in §§172.519 through 172.560.
(b) DANGEROUS placard. A freight container, unit load device, transport vehicle, or rail car which
contains non-bulk packages with two or more categories of hazardous materials that require different
placards specified in table 2 of paragraph (e) of this section may be placarded with a DANGEROUS
placard instead of the separate placarding specified for each of the materials in table 2 of paragraph (e) of
this section. However, when 1,000 kg (2,205 pounds) aggregate gross weight or more of one category of
material is loaded therein at one loading facility on a freight container, unit load device, transport vehicle,
or rail car, the placard specified in table 2 of paragraph (e) of this section for that category must be
applied.
(c) Exception for less than 454 kg (1,001 pounds). Except for bulk packagings and hazardous
materials subject to §172.505, when hazardous materials covered by table 2 of this section are
transported by highway or rail, placards are not required on—
(1) A transport vehicle or freight container which contains less than 454 kg (1001 pounds) aggregate
gross weight of hazardous materials covered by table 2 of paragraph (e) of this section; or
(2) A rail car loaded with transport vehicles or freight containers, none of which is required to be
placarded.

The exceptions provided in paragraph (c) of this section do not prohibit the display of placards in the
manner prescribed in this subpart, if not otherwise prohibited (see §172.502), on transport vehicles or
freight containers which are not required to be placarded.
(d) Exception for empty non-bulk packages. Except for hazardous materials subject to §172.505, a
non-bulk packaging that contains only the residue of a hazardous material covered by Table 2 of
paragraph (e) of this section need not be included in determining placarding requirements.
(e) Placarding tables. Placards are specified for hazardous materials in accordance with the
following tables:
TABLE 1
Category of material (Hazard class or division
number and additional description, as appropriate)

Placard name

Placard design
section reference (§)

1.1

EXPLOSIVES 1.1

172.522

1.2

EXPLOSIVES 1.2

172.522

1.3

EXPLOSIVES 1.3

172.522

2.3

POISON GAS

172.540

4.3

DANGEROUS WHEN
WET

172.548

5.2 (Organic peroxide, Type B, liquid or solid,
temperature controlled)

ORGANIC PEROXIDE

172.552

6.1 (material poisonous by inhalation (see §171.8 of this POISON INHALATION
subchapter))
HAZARD

172.555

1

7 (Radioactive Yellow III label only)

RADIOACTIVE

172.556

1

RADIOACTIVE placards are also required for: All shipments of unpackaged LSA-I material or SCOI; all shipments required by §§173.427, 173.441, and 173.457 of this subchapter to be operated under
exclusive use; and all closed vehicles used in accordance with §173.443(d).
TABLE 2
Category of material (Hazard class or division
number and additional description, as
appropriate)

Placard name

Placard design
section reference (§)

1.4

EXPLOSIVES 1.4

172.523

1.5

EXPLOSIVES 1.5

172.524

1.6

EXPLOSIVES 1.6

172.525

2.1

FLAMMABLE GAS

172.532

2.2

NON-FLAMMABLE GAS

172.528

3

FLAMMABLE

172.542

Combustible liquid

COMBUSTIBLE

172.544

4.1

FLAMMABLE SOLID

172.546

4.2

SPONTANEOUSLY
COMBUSTIBLE

172.547

5.1

OXIDIZER

172.550

5.2 (Other than organic peroxide, Type B, liquid or
solid, temperature controlled)

ORGANIC PEROXIDE

172.552

6.1 (other than material poisonous by inhalation)

POISON

172.554

6.2

(None)

8

CORROSIVE

172.558

9

Class 9 (see
§172.504(f)(9))

172.560

ORM-D

(None)

(f) Additional placarding exceptions. (1) When more than one division placard is required for Class 1
materials on a transport vehicle, rail car, freight container or unit load device, only the placard
representing the lowest division number must be displayed.
(2) A FLAMMABLE placard may be used in place of a COMBUSTIBLE placard on—
(i) A cargo tank or portable tank.
(ii) A compartmented tank car which contains both flammable and combustible liquids.
(3) A NON-FLAMMABLE GAS placard is not required on a transport vehicle which contains nonflammable gas if the transport vehicle also contains flammable gas or oxygen and it is placarded with
FLAMMABLE GAS or OXYGEN placards, as required.
(4) OXIDIZER placards are not required for Division 5.1 materials on freight containers, unit load
devices, transport vehicles or rail cars which also contain Division 1.1 or 1.2 materials and which are
placarded with EXPLOSIVES 1.1 or 1.2 placards, as required.
(5) For transportation by transport vehicle or rail car only, an OXIDIZER placard is not required for
Division 5.1 materials on a transport vehicle, rail car or freight container which also contains Division 1.5
explosives and is placarded with EXPLOSIVES 1.5 placards, as required.
(6) The EXPLOSIVE 1.4 placard is not required for those Division 1.4 Compatibility Group S (1.4S)
materials that are not required to be labeled 1.4S.
(7) For domestic transportation of oxygen, compressed or oxygen, refrigerated liquid, the OXYGEN
placard in §172.530 of this subpart may be used in place of a NON-FLAMMABLE GAS placard.
(8) For domestic transportation, a POISON INHALATION HAZARD placard is not required on a
transport vehicle or freight container that is already placarded with the POISON GAS placard.
(9) For Class 9, a CLASS 9 placard is not required for domestic transportation, including that portion
of international transportation, defined in §171.8 of this subchapter, which occurs within the United States.
However, a bulk packaging must be marked with the appropriate identification number on a CLASS 9

placard, an orange panel, or a white square-on-point display configuration as required by subpart D of
this part.
(10) For Division 6.1, PG III materials, a POISON placard may be modified to display the text “PG
III” below the mid line of the placard.
(11) For domestic transportation, a POISON placard is not required on a transport vehicle or freight
container required to display a POISON INHALATION HAZARD or POISON GAS placard.
(g) For shipments of Class 1 (explosive materials) by aircraft or vessel, the applicable compatibility
group letter must be displayed on the placards, or labels when applicable, required by this section. When
more than one compatibility group placard is required for Class 1 materials, only one placard is required
to be displayed, as provided in paragraphs (g)(1) through (g)(4) of this section. For the purposes of
paragraphs (g)(1) through (g)(4), there is a distinction between the phrases explosive articles and
explosive substances. Explosive article means an article containing an explosive substance; examples
include a detonator, flare, primer or fuse. Explosive substance means a substance contained in a
packaging that is not contained in an article; examples include black powder and smokeless powder.
(1) Explosive articles of compatibility groups C, D or E may be placarded displaying compatibility
group E.
(2) Explosive articles of compatibility groups C, D, or E, when transported with those in compatibility
group N, may be placarded displaying compatibility group D.
(3) Explosive substances of compatibility groups C and D may be placarded displaying compatibility
group D.
(4) Explosive articles of compatibility groups C, D, E or G, except for fireworks, may be placarded
displaying compatibility group E.

§173.12 Exceptions for shipment of waste materials.
(g) Household waste. Household waste, as defined in §171.8 of this subchapter, is not subject to the
requirements of this subchapter when transported in accordance with applicable state, local, or tribal
requirements.

Title 22 Division 4.5

ARTICLE 2 THE MANIFEST

§ 66262.20. General Requirements.
(a) For shipments initiated before September 5, 2006, a generator, except those generators identified
in subsection (a)(1), who transports, or offers for transportation, hazardous waste for off-site transfer,
treatment, storage, or disposal shall prepare a Manifest, DTSC Form 8022A (4/97), and if necessary,
the EPA continuation Form 8700-22A, according to the instructions included in the Appendix to chapter
12 of this division before the waste is transported off-site. Before September 5, 2006, all manifest
requests should be submitted to the following agency:
Legislative Bill Room
State Capitol Room B-32

Sacramento, CA 95814
For further information with regard to manifest ordering and associated fees, contact (916) 445-5357.
For shipments initiated on and after September 5, 2006, a generator, except those generators
identified in subsection (a)(1), who transports, or offers for transport a hazardous waste for off-site
transfer, treatment, storage, or disposal, or a treatment, storage, and disposal facility who offers for
transport a rejected hazardous waste load, shall prepare a Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest (OMB
Control number 2050-0039) on EPA Form 8700-22, and, if necessary, a Continuation Sheet on EPA
Form 8700- 22A, according to the instructions included in the Appendix to chapter 12 of this division
before the waste is transported off-site.
Compliance with the revisions to the Manifest form and procedures announced in the regulations
published by EPA on March 4, 2005 as modified by regulations adopted on June 16, 2005 and these
regulations adopted by the department on August 24, 2006, shall not be required until on and after
September 5, 2006.
(1) A generator who qualifies as a contributing school, as defined in section 67450.41(a)(3) of chapter
45, is not subject to the provisions of this article for transportation of hazardous wastes to a K-12
schools hazardous waste collection, consolidation, and accumulation facility (SHWCCAF) in accordance
with article 5 of chapter 45 as long as the generator also maintains compliance with the provisions of
article 5 of chapter 45 (commencing with section 67450.40) that are applicable to contributing
schools.
(b) A generator shall designate on the manifest one facility which is permitted to handle the waste
described on the manifest.
(c) A generator may also designate on the manifest one alternate facility which is permitted to handle
the waste in the event an emergency prevents delivery of the waste to the primary designated facility.
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Class Objective


Provide tools for attendees to navigate
the regulatory maze related to the
unique aspects of California Household
Hazardous Waste programs

Larry Sweetser
Sharon Simpson
Billy Puk
1

Ground Rules



2

DTSC Recent Penalties

HHW is unique specialty
Requirements not cover all issues

$4,000 E-waste treatment without approval
 $26,500 no accumulation date, drum not
closed, no business plan, lack training, no
SPCC
 $6,800 CRT glass in garbage, broke CRT
yoke
 $5,000 >90 days storage, labeling
 $4,000 no UWED label, no clean up residual


 Many twists and turns
 Some question no clear answer
 Key is finding defendable path

No one knows everything
 Does every question have an answer?


3

Topics




Terms – You already know

Terms
Agencies and Role
Permits/Approval




 PBR

Health and Safety Code (HSC)
Public Resources Code (PRC)
 California Code of Regulations (CCR)


 Operations plan






Hazardous waste
Household Hazardous Waste



Operational items
Training requirements
Reporting
Exercises

 Title 22, 14, 8, etc.

5

6

1
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HHW Key Requirements

Hazardous Waste - Listed

Title 22
HSC
 25218 HHW/ CESQG  67450.4 Temporary
 25217 Paint
 67450.25 Permanent
 25160 Transport
 67450.30 Financial
 25143 Variance
 66273.1 Universal waste
 117600 Medical waste  66270.60 PBR



Federal lists – F, K, P, U (HHW exempt)
Chpt. 11, Appendix X - chemicals
 Chpt. 11, Appendix X – electronics waste


1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PRC
 47550 Liability

6.

Title 8
 5192 HAZWOPER

7.
8.
9.

HANDOUT

7

Hazardous Waste Characteristic

8

Household Hazardous Waste

Ignitability
Corrosivity
 Reactivity
 Toxicity

“hazardous waste generated incidental
to owning or maintaining a place of
residence. Household hazardous waste
does not include waste generated in the
course of operating a business concern
at a residence.”
 Requires local government sponsor
 Does not include:









Cathode ray tube (CRT)-containing devices (CRT devices);
CRTs;
CRT-containing computer monitors;
Liquid crystal display (LCD)-containing laptop computers;
LCD-containing desktop monitors;
CRT-containing televisions;
LCD-containing televisions (excluding LCD projection televisions);
Plasma televisions (excluding plasma projection televisions);
DVD players with LCDs.

Generator Knowledge

 Business, non-profits, agencies
9

Household Hazardous Waste


RCRA – Federal hazardous waste



 Regulated as solid waste – Subtitle D 40CFR 258

CERCLA

40CFR 307

 HHW not exempt
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California exemption

 Exempt Hazardous Waste – Subtitle C 40CFR 260
○ 40CFR 261.4 (b)(1)



HSC 25218 (e)

California regulates HHW as hazardous

11

A city, county, or local agency operating a
household hazardous waste collection, recycling,
and disposal program in accordance [with
requirements] is not liable for any damage or injury
caused by an action taken by the city, county, or
local agency, or an employee or authorized
agency of the city, county, or local agency, in the
course of the operation of the program, unless the
action is performed in bad faith or in a negligent
manner. For purposes of this section, it shall be
presumed that the action is performed in good
faith and without negligence, and this presumption
shall affect the burden of proof.
PRC 47550
12

2
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Agencies, Key


DTSC
 CUPA

CalRecycle
 CalOSHA
 DOT/CHP
 Department of Public Health
 Local


13

DTSC/CUPA
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CalRecycle

Department of Toxic Substances Control



Regulates solid waste

 State agency hazardous waste

 HHW grants

Certified Unified Program Agencies

 Used oil certification
 Load checking

 Certified by state (5 agencies)
○ CalEPA - certifies
○ DTSC – HW generator & Onsite treatment
○ OES – HazMat Release Response Plan
○ CAL FIRE – HMMP, AST
○ SWRCB - UST



Integrated Waste Management Plan (AB 939)
 HHW Element

15

CalOSHA


16

DOT/CHP

Worker safety (Title 8)



 HAZWOPER 5192

 Can inspect facilities

 Injury Illness Prevention Plan 3203

Packaging
 Shipping names
 Shipping records
 Transporter
 Shipments
 Security Plan required


 Hazard Communication (& GHS) 5194
 Bloodborne pathogen 5193
 PPE including Respiratory protection 2409
 Heat Illness 3395
 Et.al.



Hazardous materials transportation

New Technology Program (HAZWOPER)
Title 8, 5192 (p) (5)
17

49CFR 171
Title 13, 1160

18
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Department of Public Health


Other

Medical waste



Department of Pesticide Regulation



CDFA - grease management

 Medical Waste Local Enforcement Agency

 Title 3, 6000

 Home-generated sharps
○ Not medical waste until consolidated



 Food & Agricultural 19310

Radiological health

19

20

21

22

Local
Planning - zoning
Building - design
 Fire – bulking, storage
 Air - bulking



Permits/Approvals

Local

Local
 CEQA
 Use Permit
 AB 939
 Home-Generated
Sharps Consolidation
 Tanner Plan



State
 HW ID Number
 PBR/Notification
 Phase I
 Universal Waste Handler
 CERS
 Engineering certificate

CEQA – environmental review
Use Permit - zoning
 AB 939


 Household Hazardous Waste Element



 Siting criteria

 Tank

 Plan approved DTSC

 Building



Tanner Plan – County Hazardous Waste
Management Plan (HSC § 25199)

APSA/SPCC
23

24
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Hazardous Waste ID Number



Permit-by-Rule/Notification

Only local agency submitted & issued
Commonly CAH000000000

PBR
 Permanent – CUPA Acknowledgement (1094B)

 Exempt fees HSC 25218.6 (a) & 25205.3



 List traditional Door-to-Door

If not CAH,



 Annual verification questionnaire



Temporary – just submit (Form 8464)
Non-traditional Door-to-Door

 Avoid inactivation

 HSC 25218.5 (g)(2)

 Complete with exemption note

 DTSC determination needs CUPA acknowledgement
 Sunsets 1/1/20

Notification
 Recycle-only – just submit (Form 1171)
25

Permit-by-Rule (PBR)

Permanent PBR Form
ID Operator &
Contractor
 List permits
 Identify property
ownership
 List waste types

Operator must be Public Agency
 PBR submitted to CUPA with Copy to
DTSC
 Submitted in person or by certified mail
with return receipt requested a minimum
of 45 days in advance of the event





 Accepted
 Not accepted

Identify consolidated
wastes
 Waste volume


 Permanent PBR (DTSC Form 1094B)
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Submit Temporary PBR (DTSC Form 8464)

 Average total per month
 Container capacity

Days/hours of operation
Facility description
 Attach



 Plot plan with wind rose
 Closure financial

responsibility
 Written agreement

Signed by principal
executive officer or
ranking elected official
 Operations Plan


 Required, available, not filed

27

Permit-by-Rule

28

PBR Operations
ID Operator & Contractor
 Days/hours of operation
 List permits
 Identify property ownership
 Accepted wastes
 Operator certification signed by
principal executive officer or ranking
elected official


29
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Closure Financial
Responsibility


Phase 1 Environmental
Assessment

Typically, Certificate of Self-Insurance



 Form 1220
 Signed by Public Agency Official






Other mechanisms allowed
Maximum projected closure cost
Adjusted annually for inflation
Exempt if

Required within one year of starting
operations and includes:
 Facility information
 Facility history
 Facility Walk-through inspection
 Areas of concern

 Operate less than 30 days/year, or
 Closure cost estimate <$10,000

 Assessment checklist



Signature and certification
 owner, operator, or independent professional

engineer, geologist, or an environmental
assessor
31

Operations Plan Differences
Permanent vs. Temporary
Permanent
 Continuous base, free
of cracks and
Sufficiently impervious
 (Plastic not required)
 Not required to have a
separate area for
wastes to be
transported off-site

32

Operations Plan, Permanent

Temporary
All waste handling
areas (with exception
of traffic areas) must
be covered with
continuous plastic
sheeting of at least 6
mil thickness
 Punctured or torn
plastic must be
repaired immediately

Required
Enforceable
 No set format
 Available for agency review
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Operations Plan Components














Facility information
Operational procedures
“Waste Analysis Plan”
Material Exchange Program Quality Assurance
Plan
Personal Protective Equipment
Training
Use and management of containers
Personnel
Inclement weather
CESQG management
Contingency vs emergency response plan
Closure
HANDOUT
DOCUMENTS INCLUDED

34

Other Plans


DOT



CalOSHA HAZWOPER (T8, 5192 (p))

 Hazardous materials security plan (49CFR 172.802)
 Hazard Communication
 Medical surveillance
 Decontamination
 New technology plan
 Material handling
 Emergency Response (Similar to contingency plan)
 Training
35

36
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CERS

Engineering Certificate

Hazardous materials inventory
Contacts
 Includes annual closure cost renewal



Independent, professional California
Engineer
 Certify containment
 Five year renewal




Online submittal only
 Not designed for HHW
 CUPA dependent completion


Building
 Storage area including lockers
 Aboveground Tank


37

Spill Prevention Control &
Countermeasure Plan (SPCC)

Aboveground Petroleum
Storage Act (APSA)

40CFR part 112



38

Aggregate 1,320 gallons “petroleum”
materials (& waste) (~24 drums)

California version
Includes Hazardous Waste
 Five year certification AST



 Storage tank capacity 55 gallons or more
 Exempts less than 55 gallon (40CFR112.1 (d))
 Includes cooking oil, antifreeze



Need plan
 Self-certify in some cases

Annual inspection & 5 year review
 Update within 6 months of changes


T22, CCR 66265.190
HSC 25270.2

39

40

Operational items
Acceptable/unacceptable wastes
Reuse
 CESQG
 Inspections
 Contract management



41
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Acceptable/unacceptable
wastes

Reuse/Material Exchange

Advertise not accept
Have plans just in case
 CESQG?
 Load checking?
 Abandoned?






The public agency operating a HHW
program shall
 Determine which reusable household hazardous

products or materials are suitable and
acceptable for distribution to the public in
accordance with a quality assurance plan
prepared by the public agency.
 Instruct the recipient to use the product in a
manner consistent with the instructions on the
label.



Business or employer recipient shall be
responsible for obtaining MSDS
HSC 25218.12.

43
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Conditionally exempt small
quantity generator (CESQG)

Waste Reuse/Exchange



No banned, recalled, canceled, restricted
or suspended materials
 Inspect containers for integrity and
contents
 Sign form/liability
 May charge fee
 Track amounts
 Limit access?




Business concern including government
agencies and non-profits
Limited to accepting, per calendar month, no
more than
○ 100 kilograms (220 pounds) of HW, or
○ 1 kilogram of extremely or an acutely hazardous waste HW

 Does not include Universal Waste


Not your job to verify status – only limit
acceptance (suggest business certify)

40 CFR 261.5 & Health and Safety Code 25218.3. (b)
45

46

CESQG Responsibilities

CESQG – HHW Facility Role

EPA ID Number Required
CESQG contacts HHW Facility prior to
each delivery to confirm waste acceptable
 Vehicle owned and operated by the
CESQG
 Transported in “closed containers and
packed in a manner that prevents the
containers from tipping, spilling, or breaking
during transport”
 Different wastes shall not be mixed within a
container before or during transport





Provide
 oral, written, or electronic instructions to the



CESQG prior to each delivery

 Proper packing for the safe transportation of

the specific HW being transported

Track name, address, and EPA ID
Number
 Track type and quantity of wastes
 Track fee, if any
 Refuse amounts over the limit


47
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Inspections


Contract Management

Self-inspection

 Roles

& responsibilities
 Liabilities
 Arrange for disposal
 Wastes
 Costs

 Daily Aboveground Waste Tanks (HSC

25270.4.5, T22 66265.195)
 Weekly facility & drums (T22 66265.15)
 Monthly (e.g. SPCC)



Regulatory
 CUPA/DTSC checklist
 Others – CHP, Fire, …



Combine, make complete, simple
49
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Training Requirements
HAZWOPER (24-hour initial & 8-hr annual)
Universal Waste
 DOT Hazardous Materials
Transportation
 Personal Protective Equipment
 Bloodborne pathogens
 Others



51
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HHW Reports & Due Dates
Report

Period

Due

Form 303

7/1 – 6/30

10/1

Universal Waste (e‐waste)

1/1 – 12/31

2/1

Covered E‐waste, Net Cost

1/1 – 12/31

3/1

Used Oil Annual Report

7/1 – 6/30

8/15
8/15

Used Oil Annual (collection)

1/1 – 12/31

Electronic Annual Report AB 939

1/1 – 12/31

8/1

CERS

1/1 – 12/31

3/1 *

Treated Wood Waste

1/1‐6/30 &
7/1‐12/31

7/30 &
1/30

* Maybe anniversary date of initial filing
53
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Exercises
6 groups – 2 rounds
Two groups work on same question (30min)




 Worksheet
 List issues & references
 Answer with justification

One group presents each question (10 min)



 10 minutes x 3 groups
 Other group adds comments

Instructors and class critique


55

Round 1
A.

Can a HHW program accept CESQG
sharps?

B.

How can oil-based paint under
PaintCare be accepted at a Recycleonly facility?

56

Round 2
D.





E.
C.

Under what conditions and limitations
can a government agency self transport
HHW?

F.
57

What are limitations apply for transporting
the following waste to a permanent HHWF?
Temporary
Load check
Abandoned
Remote permanent HHW facility

Why and how can propane be shipped on a
bill of lading?
Can vacuum cleaners go as garbage?
58
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the organization that directs the operation of the truck to possess a HMTL, must display a CA number unless it is already displaying a valid Cal-T
number issued by the California Public Utilities Commission (used household goods carriers only) or a USDOT number issued by the USDOT.
Note that the requirement to have a CA number and the requirement to display it are two different things—many persons are not required to display
their CA number for the reasons just discussed, but they are required to have one. If you need a CA number, you may obtain an application from any
CHP office—the application is called CHP 362, Motor Carrier Profile. Internet users may print out a copy of the application from
http://www.chp.ca.gov, under Publications. If by the time you read this the web page has moved, use a search utility to find references to “motor
carrier profile” as a search term.
Do I have to put my name and address on both sides of my truck?
If you transport property for hire in any truck, or transport hazardous materials in quantities requiring the truck to display hazard warning placards,
you must display your company name (which could be simply your personal name, if you are operating regulated vehicles as an individual without a
fictitious business name) on both sides of the vehicle, or if towing a trailer, on at least one vehicle in the combination of vehicles. The name must be
large enough to be clearly legible from a distance of 50 feet in normal daylight. California laws and regulations do not require the address to be
displayed, but if you are subject to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations, you should check with your local office of the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration for marking requirements that apply to your vehicles. That agency is listed in the government pages of your telephone
book under “United States Government Offices.”
Do I have to stop at the scales operated by the CHP?
The drivers of all commercial vehicles must stop at the scales when signs direct them to do so. Often, the scales may post signs that allow you to
pass the scales without stopping. For example, if a sign is posted near the approach to the scales that says "No Pickups," then pickup trucks do not
have to stop. If a sign stating "Loaded Trucks Stop at Scales" is posted, and neither your truck nor any trailer you may be towing are carrying
anything in their cargo areas, then you do not have to stop.
Is there anything else I need to know to operate my truck legally in California?
If your truck has a gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of more than 10,000 pounds, you need to know about the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement
Act of 1996, because your truck or your activities may cause you to be defined as a motor carrier of property (MCP), and require you to obtain a
permit. The definition of MCP includes trucks with a GVWR of more than 10,000 pounds or any motor vehicle when used to transport any property
for hire, including courier services. Trucks that are not subject to registration fees (government, special mobile equipment, etc.) and buses are
excluded from MCP permit requirements.
Except for carriers of used household goods, (moving and storage companies), there is no distinction between for-hire trucking companies and
private truck users (those who use trucks as an incidental part of another activity or business), except that for-hire trucking companies will pay a
statewide Uniform Business License Tax (UBLT) fee, and private motor carriers will not (they pay local taxes instead). Also, many persons who
have one or more trucks are regulated as private motor carriers of property even if their trucks are operated for personal purposes other than in the
furtherance of a business. For full details on whether your use of one or more trucks causes you to be subject to the Motor Carrier Permit program,
contact the CHP at (916) 445-1865, or the DMV at (916) 657-8153.
To apply for a Motor Carrier Permit, contact the DMV at (916) 657-8153. Internet users may print a copy of the application form, DMV 706,
Application for Motor Carrier Permit, at http://www.dmv.ca.gov/forms/mcp/mcp706app.pdf.
ABOUT THIS INFORMATION SHEET: The information contained in this document does not contain all requirements relative to hazardous materials transport, and is intended solely to advise persons
who transport hazardous materials that there are specific federal and state laws and regulations governing such transportation. Persons who transport such materials are obligated to learn California
requirements applicable to their transportation operations, and to keep current with changes in laws and regulations as they occur. In addition to laws and regulations governing the transportation of
hazardous materials, county and city governments may establish local ordinances governing the manufacture or storage of specific materials within their jurisdictions.

